ABSTRACT Face alignment is a fundamental step in facial image analysis. To solve the non-convex optimization problem, most cascade-based regression approaches conventionally utilize a single regressor to cover the entire optimization space. These measures are prone to average conflicting gradient directions, especially when applied to faces in the unconstrained condition with various poses and expressions. In this paper, we present an effective face alignment approach based on the multi-regressors collaborative optimization. The foundation of our method is the cascaded regression (CR) that has recently established itself as one of the most practical and effective frameworks for localizing the facial landmarks. CR is interpreted as a learning-based approach to iteratively optimize an objective function. On this basis, in all iterations, the proposed algorithm further divides the sample space into several clusters, in each of which, samples with similar gradient directions and one separate local regressor are learned. During the prediction stage, the unseen landmarks of a face image are evaluated by a linear combination of estimations from all cluster regressors with different weights. The experimental results demonstrate the advantages of our method on the general unconstrained images.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of computer vision, face alignment has been a much researched field during the last decades. A good face alignment algorithm can further improve the performance of many applications, including facial biometrics, facial expression understanding, facial animation, and authentication on the Internet of Things [1] , [2] , etc. The goal of face alignment algorithms is to automatically distinguish those semantic facial landmarks which include eyes, mouth, nose, chin and other important locations. Even though some face alignment approaches have achieved satisfactory performances in most situations, most of them cannot deal with a full range of head poses. Recently, many researchers have proposed various face alignment approaches, which can be approximately categorised into the following two categories: discriminative fittingbased [3] , [4] , [10] and regression-based [6] , [8] , [9] , [14] .
Discriminative fitting-based approaches predict facial landmarks by building a parametric shape model from labeled training data and then maximizing the joint posterior probability between the parameters and all landmarks for a given image. The representative parametric models are Active shape Model (ASM) [3] , Active Appearance Model (AAM) [4] , Gauss-Newton Deformable Part Model (GN-DPM) [5] and Constrained Local Model (CLM) [10] . Other approaches in papers [18] , [28] , exampled by the elastic deformation model of face are generated by Graph Model Markov Random Fields (MRF). Exemplar-based methods employ a set of similar exemplars that are generated from training data to represent face shapes [18] , [28] . However, these approaches suffer in partial occlusion and rely heavily on building a sufficiently robust model [35] .
In contrast to discriminative fitting-based methods, regression-based methods seek to learn a regression function which directly maps the appearance of an image to the facial landmark localizations. Since there is no sliding window search and no pre-build parametric shape model, regression-based methods are more efficient and have gained widespread attention in recent years. Deep network and cascade regression are two ways to learn such a regression function, and both them have achieved success in face alignment [40] . Deep network methods [13] , [32] , [33] , [35] , [37] - [39] are presented in many literatures for localizing the facial landmarks. For example, Sun et al. [19] are pioneers in adopting Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) in the regression framework to locate five fiducial facial landmarks. Zhang et al. [13] presented a coast-to-fine strategy for auto-encoder networks (CFAN) method to refine the landmark coordinates iteratively. While methods based on deep network are largely free from the restriction of expert knowledge for constructing hand-crafted feature descriptor, they still tend to overfit on limited training data and consume considerable time to train a model [48] .
As another popular way to learn regression function, methods based on the cascade regression are efficient [9] , effective [8] . Furthermore, they can generate competitive results compared to deep network methods [40] in certain situations. Our work focuses on the cascade regression method [7] , which treats the landmarks estimation as a regression problem by learning a series of feature-to-shape mappings to gradually refine the initial shape to the final shape. The cascade regression method has been shown to achieve the remarkable results on various tasks. Owing to its accuracy and efficiency, extensive researches have been conducted for its improvement [6] , [9] , [10] , [17] , [20] , [36] recently. Yet few of them focus on trying the different representations of shape-indexed feature as input for regression processing [6] , [9] , [12] . These shape-indexed descriptors include LBP [41] , SIFT [8] , random ferns [11] , Hog [12] . These descriptors have vastly different performances on face alignment tasks. Yanet al. have validated them and found that Hog feature performs the best in the task [12] . Instead of the conventional descriptor, LBF [9] learns a set of local binary features by using random forest and has fast speed in the testing phase. In addition, some researchers are absorbed in the regression algorithms, such as, boosting [6] , random forest [7] and ridge regression [8] , [9] . Although boosting and random forest have strong fitting abilities, recent works seem to favor the ridge regression because it has good interpretability, low occurrence of over-fitting as well as the ability of generating comparable accuracy in less time. Xiong et al. have pointed out, as a typical cascaded regression method, Supervised Descent Method (SDM) [8] learns a single generic Descent Map (DM) from the optimal optimization trajectories during the training phase. In the testing phase, the same DM is applied to drive an unseen sample to the correct state. However, in many real applications, the optimization function generally has several local minimas in a relatively small neighborhood [16] . For the non-convex issue, the single generic DM is prone to average conflicting gradient directions leading to an undesirable performance. Zhu et al. [14] had the same observation, most previous cascade regression methods have only one cascaded regressor in each iteration, which is only effective within a specific domain of homogeneous descent (DHD). As a result, their effective scope is limited within the frontally biased face and it is hard to cover an enlarged shape parameter space when there are more varied poses and rich expressions. A few recent literatures [14] , [16] , [20] , [34] , [42] have paid attention to this crucial yet relatively unexplored problem of face alignment. These works mainly ride on 3D face modeling [42] or branch the problem by tree-based structure [20] or constrain the problem with additional assumptions, e.g., adding temporal prior [16] .
In this paper, we propose a Multi-regressors Collaborative Optimization method (MCO) on this Nonlinear Least Squares problem which is nature of facial landmark localization. As shown in Figure 1 , if single generic cascade regressor is applied to a widely scattered dataset, we cannot expect an accurate incremental estimation result from this generic DM model since many samples have extremely varied gradient directions. Different from the traditional single-track regression, we introduce multiple regressors into the procession of cascade regression. Specifically, we propose a K-cluster partition strategy to divide sample space into multiple disjoint domains of homogeneous descent, each of which contains one separate DM and the local regressor (LR) is learned. Given a test image, motivated by [14] , we collectively estimate its shape by combining estimations from various local regressors. Meanwhile, inspired by [13] , instead of serving a mean shape as initialization, we generate an initial shape by forecasting the appearance information within the face bounding box. Figure 4 shows the main work flow of the proposed method. Experimental results prove that the K-cluster partition strategy is effective in regression error of whole sample space and show that the proposed method for face alignment can deliver more accurate mappings more efficiently.
A. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
The principal contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1) We develop a K-cluster partition strategy to divide the whole sample space into K clusters in each cascade iteration. Each cluster contains samples that have similar gradient direction to learn a cluster-specific regressor. At every cascade iteration, an estimated shape is generated by combining estimations from K corresponding local regressors. This strategy allows samples within the same cluster to have similar regression tendency. K-cluster partition works on reducing the error of regression function. 2) In order to accurately localize landmarks for a given face image, we introduce an Adaboost [24] structure with a new splitting function [14] to predict a set of combinational coefficients for estimations of all cluster-specific regressors. Then, the objective shape is collectively estimated as a compositional result from various cluster-specific regressors.
B. ORGANIZATION
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II is a review of recent works. Section III describes the multiregressors collaborative optimization. Section IV shows experiment design and results. Section V presents conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, the regression-based methods have been shown to produce a brilliant performance for facial landmarks localization. In this section, we mainly review some recent and relevant regression-based works in unconstrained images, also known as face alignment in-the-wild [14] , [16] , [20] , [30] , [34] , [42] . There are two popular manners to learn a regression mapping between facial landmarks and image appearance, one of which is based on Deep Convolutional Neural Network. Except two aforementioned pioneering works [13] , [32] , Liu et al. [37] introduced a 3D face model for face image and trained a CNN to fit it. Liu et al. [35] used a multitude of facial feature detectors to distinguish semantic regions and process these regions with small sized neural networks that exploit both the structural and sharable information. Sun et al. [32] introduced an auxiliary task of pose estimation for face alignment and proposed a multi-task deep CNN. Jourabloo et al. [33] stacked a series of visualization blocks to construct a new CNN architecture which is considered as a cascade of shallow CNNs. Although these CNN based methods have shown a strong capacity for learning relevant feature and better accuracy, they are still prone to overfit on limited training data and consume significant time in the training phase. Besides, the experiment results show that our method has competitive results compared with deep network methods in some situations. The cascade regression is another popular regressionbased model, which relys on shape-index feature and stacked regressors. In [7] , Cascade Pose Regression (CPR) was first proposed to learn a cascade of regressors for progressively refining an initial approximation which is typically the mean shape of the training samples as shown in Figure2 (b). Explicit Shape Regression (ESR) [6] combined two-level boosted regression and shape-indexed features based on correlation feature selection. Smith and Dyer [20] introduced a branching structure and Point Distribution Model into CPR framework for face alignment. Its performance largely depends on a prior shape model. There are also approaches based on tree structure [43] . As a representative CR method, the SDM [8] used cascade regression with fast SIFT feature and innovatively interpreted the CR procedure from a Nonlinear Least Squares view. Xiong and Torre [16] pointed out that conventional CR methods (e.g. SDM) process each cascade level with one generic DM to fit the entire dataset, which will lead to regressor's poorer accuracy if the shapes in the training set vary widely, especially when images with a wide range of poses are captured in the unconstrained situation. To break the restriction of local cascaded regression, a few works have been done. Xiong and Torre [16] proposed the Global Supervised Descent Method (GSDM). GSDM partitioned the search space into domains of homogeneous descent and learned separative descent maps for each domain. Although the GSDM scheme works well for video face tracking, it fails to handle static images because the decision of selecting the suitable domain strongly depends on the predicted shape of the previous frame. GSDM obtained a partition structure by utilizing Principle Component Analysis (PCA) on the optimization and projected the data onto subspaces expanded by first several most dominant directions. PCA algorithm shows excellent distinguishing performance when the input data contends a normal distribution. But data rarely meet the assumption of normal distribution in practice, which affects its distinguishing ability significantly. For the dataset of faces, Wang et al. [22] have proved that faces distribute a high-dimensional manifold which is usually non-normal distribution. Most methods flip the face images and shapes for data augmentation, which leads to decreased capacity of PCA. As shown in Figure 2 , there are four clusters of samples distributed in the two-dimensional space and each cluster has similar gradient direction. They are projected onto the subspaces expanded by the first one principal direction (dot lines), which may generate overlap between completely opposite groups. However, samples belonging to the opposite gradient domain may be partitioned into the same subspace. Moreover, in [21] , two limitations of the PCA-based partitioning strategy are given. Firstly, there is no guarantee of samples lying in the same small neighborhood. Secondly, it VOLUME 7, 2019 only focuses more attention on the dim-to-dim correlation of the first several most dominant dimensions in the shape space and feature space, without considering the other dimensions. In this paper, instead of performing PCA on the whole training data, we construct a new regression function to solve a set of optimal regressors and combine them to collectively estimate an unseen shape.
III. MULTI-REGRESSORS COLLABORATIVE OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we will focus on illustrating multiregressors collaborative optimization for face alignment. Firstly, we shall briefly review the general cascade shape regression (CSR) framework and introduce the model of generating initialization.
A face shape is represented as a vector s
Given an image I , face alignment aims to estimate the facial shape s that is as close as to the ground truthŝ. [x l , y l ], (l = 1, 2, . . . , L) are the 2D coordinates of the l-th landmark. The CSR approaches (e.g. studies [6] , [8] , [9] ) begin with an initial shape s 0 and progressively refine the shape by adding a shape increment s stage by stage (called cascaded iteration). A shape increment is estimated by a learned generic regressor W t that takes the shape indexed-feature (I ; s t−1 ) as input. In a generic form, at t-th cascaded iteration, the shape is updated via:
where is a non-linear feature mapping function and can be either hand-crafted feature (e.g. SIFT [8] , Hog [23] ) or learned feature [6] , [17] . The cascade regressors W 1 , . . . , W t , . . . , W T can be learned sequentially while reducing the alignment error on the training set. In the tth cascaded iteration, the cascaded regressor W t is formally learned as follows:
is the estimated shape in the previous (t − 1)-th cascaded iteration. For most conventional CR methods, s 0 i is usually mean shape of training set as shown in Figure 3 (b). Our method starts from a predicted initial shape by a rough estimation from global face image rather than mean shape of training set. Specifically, given a face image I , we extract pyramid Hog [44] features from whole face image. Let M denote the model of generating initialization, which is achieved by applying an SVM regressor [45] on the input space of training examples. This model takes these features and ground-truthŝ of each sample as input. The advantage of SVM method is that the regression can be performed on multiple dimensional features. In the test phase, we predict a rough estimation as shown in Figure 3 (a) by using pyramid Hog descriptor extracted at the face image as input space. The proposed multi-regressors collaborative optimization includes two parts: the first part is the K-cluster partition for learning local regressors W t = W 1 , . . . ,W K in t-th cascaded iteration; the second part is the collaborative combination f t for estimations from the learned K regressors. We will respective present them in the following sections.
A. K-CLUSTER PARTITION
The proposed K-cluster partition strategy aims to repeatedly keep partitioning the training data into K clusters and learning a local-regressor for each cluster until whole feature space in a partition have minimal prediction error with the set of regressors of that partition.
In our case is the Hog descriptor by extracting from the neighborhood around the locations of landmarks that are estimated in the previous cascaded iteration s t−1 . In this way, we can achieve a robust representation against geometric and photometric transformations. We divide whole sample space into K disjoint clusters
. . , K be the parameters of the clusters in current cascaded iteration. (To simplify the writing mode, we omit the index t throughout this section for brevity). The face alignment can be regarded as an optimization problem. Our main interest is to find the function that gives the best (smallest) RMS to regress the shape residuals. With a least-squares regression criterion, K cluster partition regression minimizes the following error function. Define sets T k , k = 1, . . . , K as
where we put x i in the set T k and break ties with least k. The sets T k , k = 1, . . . , K are disjoint. If we fix all T k , thenW k can be found by minimizing (4).
To solve which minimize E ( ) in Equation (3), we can take an EM-like algorithm as follows. After c-th iteration, let the parameter set be c . We fix the c and find setsT c k =
Now we keep these sets fixed. Thus the error function at c-th iteration becomes:
where superscript c denotes the number of iterations, the error function is evaluated by fixing the sets T c k , k = 1, . . . , K . We can evaluate the (5) by fixing the sets
Then we can minimize E c ( ) with respect to . It boils down to minimize each of E c k W k with respect toW k . For each k ∈ {1, . . . , K }, the new cluster-specific local descent regressorW c+1 k for next iteration could be learned via ridge regression as follows.
where γ is ridge parameter. Now we fix c+1 and search for new sets T c+1 k , k = 1, . . . , K . For optimizing the whole error function by repeatedly dividing the sample space and calculating the cluster-specific regressors until there is no significant decrement in the error (3). In other words, when the regressorsW k or clusters T k , k = 1, . . . , K do not remarkable change. Jaccard similarity coefficient is used for comparing the similarity between sets T c+1 k and T c k . Since the error function has decreasing property, a random partition can be initial T 0 . Generally, random initialization has poor robustness. To tease out the maximum correlation between feature and residual spaces, following [21] , we utilize Canonical Correlation Analysis Method (CCA) to project both of features and shape residuals into a mutual low dimensional subspace of sign-correlation. Each dimension halves the samples and then divide whole input space into dependent clusters by judging the sign of each dimension of the subspace. The parameter K is always a power of 2. The complete description of K-partition regression approach is described in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1 K-Cluster Partition
SolveW c+1 k , k = 1, . . . , K , using ridge regression as follows ( γ is ridge parameter) Go to step 7; 14: end if 15 : end for
B. MULTI-REGRESSORS COLLABORATIVE ESTIMATION
In Section III-A, we have illustrated the process to learn a set of local-regressors. They can respectively generate estimated shapes for current appearance. Intuitively, a modeling of f t is a combination estimator or a general multi-class classifier (e.g. classification forest or SVM etc.) by treating each cluster as a class. However, the latter approaches tend to generate poorer results. The core reason pointed by Zhu et al. [14] is that they regarded different regressors equally. Particularly, during training, they only classify a single optimal cluster for every sample and assign the same loss punishment for any other regressors prediction. With the existence of the Basin of attraction phenomenon [16] , some sub-optimal regressors also provide similar estimations as the optimal regressor, but they are treated as a negative class, that confuse the training of a classifier. To avoid this problem, we learn to estimate a weight vector p for linear combining the s t k , k = 1, . . . , K from different cluster-specific regressors in the t-th cascade. p can be learned by directly optimizing the residual between the ground-truthŝ i and linear combination h i at each cascade (we also omit the index t throughout this section for clarity). 
where s i,k denotes the regressed shape of local regressorW k for s i and i denotes the representation of concatenating all the feature i I , s i,k , k = 1, . . . , K . To estimate a robust and accurate weight vector at fast speed, we use the Adaboost ensemble model as the specific form of f in (8) . Where α i,tr (tr = 1, . . . , TR) are learned coefficients for all trees, due to space limitation, its solution in more detail can be found in [24] . p i,tr is the output of tr-th tree for the i-th sample. Since the feature is high-dimensional and each indicator is quite noisy and not suitable for learning the tree. So we further tailor the feature for collaborative estimation. Now we only consider building trees of the Adaboost structure. The conventional way of learning the trees uses the classification entropy loss to directly split samples into child nodes. However, this method is unable to directly optimize shape over weight vector p. We introduce a new splitting mechanism [18] to jointly optimize the split node parameters with the following loss for building tr-th tree. The parameters include (selected feature index and threshold) and the weight vector p (β) , β = {L, R}.
where r =ŝ i − h tr−1 , h tr−1 is the output of previous (tr − 1)-th tree. β denotes the set of training sample indices in the current node, ω i is weight for sample i. In Adaboost algorithm, the weight can be used to inform the training of the tree. In other word, the algorithm on each tree puts more weight on the harder examples. p (β) can be calculated by quadratic programming efficiently optimizing:
After learning a tree, it includes the following learned parameters: 1) Each node j carries a unique weight vector p j which is saved as a model for testing; 2) Each node j carries the split parameter j that includes selected feature index and threshold. In the test phase, we traverse samples in each tree to reach one leaf node and obtain the weight vector for estimates of cluster-specific regressors. Figure 4 respectively illustrates the training and testing phases of our approach in one cascade iteration.
C. SUMMARY OF MULTI-REGRESSORS COLLABORATIVE OPTIMIZATION
MCO contains three steps in the training phase. by feeding the indexfeature into all local regressors. Then, we predict the weight vector p t to obtain the estimated shape h via combination estimator f t . Note that the first iteration has no s t−1 , hence the image begins from rough shape estimation using a model of generating initialization M. Algorithm 2 gives the flow with respect to details of whole multi-regressors collaborative optimization.
Algorithm 2 Training of Multi-Regressors Collaborative Optimization
Require: training face images and ground-truth shapes
; train number of cascaded stages T ; Collaborative estimation parameters include number of trees TR and depth of tree D. Ensure: model of generating initialization M; all cascaded regressors 
) // using Algorithm 1 6:
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are performed in two parts. The first part is to analyze and evaluate our K-cluster partition method. The second part compares our approach with state-of-the-art methods on public datasets. We briefly introduce three more recent and challenging datasets used in the experiments for face alignment. They present large varied head poses, severe occlusion, and the different number of landmarks.
LFPW (29 landmarks) [25] is created from the web, contains 1000 training and 300 test images. However some URLs are no longer valid, we only use 798 training and 221 test images. The images include large variations in shape, occlusion, expression, and illumination. They are intended to evaluate the face alignment methods in unconstraint conditions. HELEN (68 landmarks) [26] consists of 2,330 highresolution web images. It contains 2000 images for training and 330 images for testing. As a new benchmark, it provides richer and more detailed information for high accuracy alignment.
300-W (68 landmarks) [27] is collected from existing datasets that include LFPW [25] , HELLEN [26] , AFW [18] and a new dataset called IBUG. We follow the same division in [17] , [20] , and [21] , the training data is split into two parts for our training and test. Specifically, our training set is made up of the training samples of HELEN, the training samples of LFPW, and AFW, with 3148 images in total. Testing set consists of the common subset (the test samples from LFPW and HELEN), challenging subset (IBUG), and the combination of the two subsets, 689 images in total.
Evaluation Criteria: Following previous works [8] , [15] , [17] , we utilize the inter-pupil distance normalized landmark location error between the ground truth and predicted landmarks. We report the error averaged over all annotated landmarks from each testing database. For clarity, we omit the notation % in the report result.
Model Parameters: We set the number of cascade iterations T as 4. When performing the Hog descriptor , we set the radius of the local image patch around each landmark as 0.16 of the face image size. The hyper-parameter λ in Equation (7) is 0.001. Number and depth of trees respectively are 10 and 4. We will discuss how to select a suitable number of local regressors K in the following section.
A. K-CLUSTER PARTITION VALIDATION
We use the K-cluster partition algorithm described in Section III-A when cascade t = 1, with iteration limit c max = 10. To verify the effectiveness of the method, we evaluated the RMS value of its output with various choices of K (number of clusters) for different datasets as shown in Figure 5 . For K = 1, we perform linear regression [8] (single regressor) without partition method. (a), (b) and (c) in Figure 5 show that K-cluster partition can learn effective partition structure to decrease the RMS value of objective function. The error reduces dramatically with K rising from 2 to 16. Considering time consumption, we select appropriate values of K and c max for different datasets, although a larger value yielding better accuracy. We fix respectively number of K is 2, 2 and 8 on LFPW, HELEN, and 300W dataset. We compare K-cluster partition and PCA based partition proposed in literature [16] on different datasets. Figure 6 shows the histogram RMS values of the two methods. We observe that the K-cluster regression has lower RMS errors than PCA based partition method with a different value of K . It illustrates that regressors learned by our method have stronger fitting capacity than by PCA-based method. 
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For comparing our approach with state-of-art methods including existing methods based on deep learning and cascade regression, we use the alignment error mentioned in section IV as the evaluation metric. To improve the ability of robust and generalization, we augment the data by flipping all images in the training phase. Table 1 shows the results of different face alignment approaches, which implicates that our method achieves very competitive performance compared with the state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, we illustrate the aligned results in Figure 7 . From these example exhibitions, we sum up that our model has superior capability of handling difficult cases with large facial aspect ratios and various expressions. What follows is that the specific analysis about the proposed method on various datasets. Table 1 illustrates our method with state-of-the-art cascade regression methods CE, ESR, SDM, EGM, LBF, RSR, OC, RFLD, PCPR, cGPRT. DR and Deep Regression methods are based on deep neuron network which add deep architecture into cascaded regression framework. DR-Seq and DR-SDM are two variants of DR. Our approach delivers better result than the listed CR methods, including the closely algorithm SDM. Meanwhile, MCO can also generate a competitive result compared with Deep Regression, but lower than DR. Except for structural difference, one possible reason is that DR uses more cascaded iterations than MCO. Correspondingly, more time was consumed than ours. These comparisons demonstrate that multiple local regressors are helpful to cover whole optimization space and the MCO has better regression capability than single regressor. Objectively, the faster methods are LBF and ESR because that they extract and regress local binary features based on pixel value which is computationally cheap. We use Hog feature that more discriminative but relatively slow. The errors of all compared methods have been reported in the original or related papers.
1) COMPARISON ON LFPW

2) COMPARISON ON HELEN
We compare our experiment result on Helen dataset with the recent methods of cascade regressions [8] , [11] , [18] and recently CNN-based methods [13] , [32] , [38] , [39] . Since the pupils are not annotated in the HELEN dataset, we use the distance between the centroids on two eyes to normalize the deviation from ground truth [6] instead. As shown in Table 1 , our approach performs the best on the dataset, even outperforming CFAN, MTCNN, JFA, and DR, which are based on various CNN achitectures. Specifically, CFAN maps the local features to the shape pace by utilizing deep autoencoder networks, DR stacks regressors as a deep network and they are jointly optimized by backpropagation algorithm, MTCNN applys the Multi-task convolution network in face alignment, and JFA models relationship of both head pose and face alignment and uses the global and local CNN feature to represent face appearance. The superior result of MCO is benefit from the effectivity of K-cluster regression on smaller data scale. Besides, the methods based on CNN tend to be restricted by the size of the dataset. Whereas MCO method provides an advantage on HELLEN training set.
3) COMPARISON ON 300W
We compare our approach with various state-of-the-art methods on the Common and Challenging subsets of 300W. These methods contain cascade regression [5] , [6] , [8] , [9] , [18] and CNN-based architectures [13] , [32] - [34] , [37] - [39] , [47] . As shown in Table 1 , our result on Common subset comes as the third best behind Deep Reg and DR. However, MCO performs unsatisfactorily in challenging subset. On the 300-W Challenging subset, the result is superior to almost cascade regression methods and certain CNN frameworks like DR-Seq, DR-SDM, Deep regression, and DR, but lower than recently proposed CNN based methods, such as RDR, JFA, DeFA and so on. The reason is that the they perform a stronger feature learning framework which is essential for good performance on very challenging samples. Besides, this dataset has a larger data size than LFPW and HELEN do, which offers relatively sufficient information for CNNbased methods learning features. We adopt Hog descriptor for simplicity, but more sophisticated feature, e.g., LBF [9] , CNN can also benefit our approach. Meanwhile, the poorer accuracy may be attributed to the motivation of our method. It learns multiple regressors collaborative cover the whole optimization space, which enable MCO to process a wide scope of facial shapes but for challenging situations.
4) COMPARISON OF SPEED
Real-time facial landmark localization is of momentous significance for practical application. Hence the speed is crucial as well as accuracy for the deployment of the face alignment algorithm in commercial application cases. In this section, we have compared the speed of the proposed method with several popular algorithms. Since our theoretical research base on cascaded regression, we have mainly compared the speed of the proposed method with several popular cascaded VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. Representative example results for samples in the LFPW, HELEN, Common and Challenging subsets of 300W data set. Samples with green, yellow, and red landmark colors are respectively, simple cases, hard but successfully evaluated cases, and failure cases. It is the mainly reason for failure samples is the severe occlusion. regression algorithms in our work. In Table 2 , we list the testing speeds and implements of these algorithms tested on representative LFPW dataset. Specifically, the DR is the fusion of deep learning and cascaded regression framework. Our method can track 29 points in about 40 frames per second.
The speed is comparable to most cascaded regression methods, but it is slower than very efficient algorithms, such as LBF, ESR which utilize local binary feature leading to noticeable time saving. In general, the running time is consistent with the algorithm's complexity. As a multi-regressors regression algorithm, it is undeniable that MCO takes more time than some efficient methods with single regressor to achieve accuracy. Nonetheless, the MCO can effectively balance the accuracy and the computational complexity. Compared to the single-regressor method (e.g. SDM), our model can achieve higher accuracy while maintaining the speed. Compared to the deep learning model, such as DR, our model can obtain competitive performance in both accuracy and speed. Our implementation is currently based on unoptimized Matlab code. Further work can be done to refine our code or apply more efficient feature representation, such as LBF.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a Multi-regressors Collaborative Optimization method to face alignment. MCO consists of three separate parts: initialization generation, K-cluster partition and the combination of all estimates from several regressors. The K-cluster partition plays a critical role, which divides whole optimization space into clusters and respectively learns K regressors to locally minimize the loss of objective function. It breaks through the limit of single-track in most traditional cascade regression methods and can handle a wider range of shapes. We verify its validity by evaluating the loss of regression function with various choices of K (number of clusters) in section IV-A. Meanwhile, the experimental results demonstrate the powerfulness of the proposed method. The accurate result of MCO lies on distinguishable feature and fast compositional strategy to combine several estimates. There are some additional ways which can further improve the proposed method in future works. For example, we can replace the hand-crafted Hog features with deep features or other more discriminative features and explore a faster compositional algorithm [49] .
